
 BIGGREEN COMMERCIAL® UPRIGHT 
VACUUMS
Featuring heat-overload protection and powerful 870 W motors, these 
vacuums come with a host of standard options, like comfort grip handles and 
50' power cords for maximum reach. They also have aluminum roller brushes, 
6-position manual adjustments, and reinforced fan chambers. Heavy-duty 
metal power foot switches, release pedals, and chrome hoods are standard too.  
ProShake models feature nonstick cloth bags, while ProBag versions come 
with top-fill high-filtration disposable bags. 

Part No Description
101BG ProShake Vac, 12" Cleaning Path
102BG ProShake Vac, 16" Cleaning Path
101HBG ProBag Vac, 12" Cleaning Path
102HBG ProBag Vac, 16" Cleaning Path

BIGGREEN COMMERCIAL® DUAL MOTOR 
UPRIGHTS WITH ON-BOARD TOOLS
Thousand-watt vacs deep clean in just one pass. They feature telescopic wands 
and stretchable hose for up to 9' of reach. Dual-wall 6.16 qt disposable bags, 
46' quick-change power cords with strain relief, and manual carpet-height 
adjustments are standard too. They also come with roller brush motors that 
automatically turn off when tools are used as well as electronic sensors that 
detect broken belts or blocked airflow. Plus each vac includes an upholstery 
brush, dusting brush, and crevice tools.

Part No Description
UPRO14TBG Dual-Motor Vac, 14" Cleaning Path
UPRO18TBG Dual-Motor Vac, 18" Cleaning Path
PK10PRO14DWBG Replacement Bags (For UPRO18TBG  

& UPRO14TBG), 10/Pkg

BIGGREEN COMMERCIAL® LIGHTWEIGHT 
UPRIGHT VACUUM
Weighing only 8 lb, this upright offers a lot of cleaning power and ease of 
use. It offers a lot of options, too, like a fingertip control On/Off switch, 
non-marring bumpers, self-adjusting floor height, and soft wheels to protect 
hardwood floors. Plus its top-fill design and high-speed rollers add to its 
efficiency, while a carry handle and 40' power cord add to its convenience. 
13" cleaning path.

Part No Description
U8000BG Lightweight Vac
U8000PK25BG Replacement Bags (For U8000BG), 25/Pkg
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